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The way we represent intentions, behaviors, and the
spatial context, is crucial for any approach to mobile
intention recognition. Formal grammars are cognitively
comprehensible and make expressiveness properties ex-
plicit. By adding spatial domain knowledge to a gram-
mar we can reduce parsing ambiguities. We argue
that there are a number of mobile intention recognition
problems which require the expressiveness of a mildly
context-sensitive grammar and discuss Spatially Con-
strained Tree-Adjoining Grammars.
Introduction
Intention recognition is the problem of inferring a person’s
intentions to act from observations of that person’s behav-
ior1. While early research has considered problems like nat-
ural language story understanding (Charniak and Goldman
1993), the design of intelligent mobile assistance systems
has received much attention recently, e.g. (Liao et al. 2007).
We refer to the problem of inferring a mobile person’s inten-
tions as mobile intention recognition.
Any system that recognizes human intentions needs to
have a model of the behaviors and intentions a person can
have. Our interest is the representational formalism with
which we build our model. In contrast to the probabilistic
network based formalisms chosen by (Liao et al. 2007) and
other authors, this paper discusses approaches based on for-
mal grammars. By using formal grammars, the trade-off be-
tween expressiveness and complexity becomes explicit. For
instance, we need at least the expressiveness of a context-
free grammar (CFG) if we try to capture intention struc-
tures of the form anbn. Plans of this form can easily be
imagined: pickItemnpayItemn (paying as many items in
a supermarket as picked before), or enternleaven (entering
and leaving nested polygons in a structured spatial environ-
ment, (Schlieder 2005)). For intention structures with cross-
dependencies we need at least a mildly context-sensitive
grammar (MCSG) (Geib and Steedman 2007).
Besides the formal expressiveness, the cognitive inter-
pretability of our models becomes crucial if a non-computer
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1The intention recognition problem is closely related to the plan
recognition problem (Schmidt, Sridharan, and Goodson 1978).
scientist should be able to understand, modify, or create
them. Formal grammars are generally easy to understand,
while at the same time ﬂexible to model domain knowledge
across different domains. Domain knowledge includes in-
tentions and behaviors, as well as contextual factors. In mo-
bile intention recognition, the most important type of con-
text is space. The aim of our research is to combine spatial
knowledge with formal grammars. One approach in this di-
rection are Spatially Grounded Intentional Systems (SGIS)
thatenhanceCFGswithspatialknowledge(Schlieder2005).
This paper discusses Spatially Constrained Tree-
Adjoining Grammars (SCTAG), a spatial MCSG that allows
for modeling of complex relations between intentions and
space. We argue that mobile intention recognition problems
often bear a complexity that affords for mild context-
sensitivity. While we have introduced SCTAG in (Kiefer
2008) from a cognitive point of view, we discuss them here
with the emphasis on expressive capabilities. Our use case
is an intelligent user interface for the location-based game
CityPoker. However, the general idea of SCTAG is likely
to be of interest also for other domains where we need to
model complex human intentions in space.
The paper is structured as follows: section 2 exempliﬁes
and formally deﬁnes the mobile intention recognition prob-
lem. In section 3 we explain how space as special form of
context can be integrated in CFGs, before we proceed to the
SCTAG formalism in section 4. We discuss the possibilities
and limitations of SCTAG in the context of related work in
section 5, and conclude with an outlook.
The Mobile Intention Recognition Problem
Use Case: Mobile Assistance For CityPoker
In the location-based game CityPoker two players try to op-
timize their poker hands by ﬁnding and changing hidden
playing cards in an urban environment. CityPoker is mem-
ber of a larger class of location-based games, called Ge-
ogames, which blends strategic reasoning with sportive ac-
tivity (Schlieder, Kiefer, and Matyas 2006). The game is
supported by a mobile assistance system (J2ME on smart-
phones) with GPS localization.
CityPoker imposes the following partonomial structure
on the city: the game board contains ﬁve rectangular
cache-regions (CACHE-REGION1,...,CACHE-REGION5),
19Figure 1: Spatial structure (regions and caches) and motion
track of one player in CityPoker
Figure 2: Three examples for information services in City-
Poker: overview map, detail map, and game status screen.
each of which contains three circular caches
(CACHE1,1,...,CACHE5,3). Figure 1 displays only those
cache-regions the player entered during the game.2
When a player enters a cache-region, the mobile device
poses a multiple-choice quiz with three answers. Each an-
swer will lead the player to one of the three potential caches.
Arriving at the cache, the device reveals a perceptual hint
(e.g. ‘the cards are hidden under a green wooden object’).
This hint helps the player to locate the exact place of the
cards in the circular cache. The wrong answer will lead the
player to the wrong cache. After some searching time she
willcorrectheranswerandheadforanothercache. Allgame
actions happen concurrently (i.e. no turn-taking) which puts
players under time pressure. After a certain time limit the
game ends, and the team with the best poker hand wins.
Players in CityPoker move by bike at high speed which
severely restricts the possibilities of interacting with the
device. Our goal is to automatically select and present
the information service that ﬁts the user’s needs most, de-
pending on her behavior. The information services avail-
able are maps of different zoom level (citymap, regionmap,
cachemap), perceptual hint, game status, and quiz (Fig. 2
displays three of them).
2The track was recorded during a CityPoker game on Oct.30,

















Figure 3: Segmented motion track with classiﬁed behavior
sequence from a CityPoker game. (The player enters from
the right.)
From raw-data to primitive behaviors
As in any intention recognition scenario we need to cross the
‘semantic gap between the output of the low-level processes
and the high-level inference engines’ (Kautz 1991, p.65).
That is, the gap between raw GPS data and intentions. A tra-
ditional location-based service simply assumes the intention
‘get information about some nearby object’, given a certain
GPS position. This is not appropriate for frequently occur-
ring use cases, as exempliﬁed by the room-crossing problem
(Schlieder 2005) which consists in deciding whether a mo-
bile user has the intention to cross or visit a certain spatial
region (like a museum room). We introduce several layers
to cross the gap, and process a stream of (lat/lon)-pairs as
follows:
1. Preprocessing The quality of the raw GPS data is im-
proved.
2. Segmentation The motion track is segmented at the border
of regions, and when the spatio-temporal properties of the
last n points have changed signiﬁcantly.
3. Feature Extraction Each segment is analyzed and anno-
tated with certain features, like speed and curvature.
4. Classiﬁcation Using these features, each motion segment
is classiﬁed to one behavior. We can use any mapping
function from feature vector to behaviors, for instance re-
alized as a decision tree.
The details of the processing hierarchy can be found in
(Kiefer and Stein 2008). As output we get a stream of be-
haviors, each annotated with the region of occurrence. The
set of possible behaviors depends on the use case. For City-
Poker we distinguish the following spatio-temporal behav-
iors: riding (br), curving (bc), slow curving (bcs), sauntering
(bs), standing (b0), and add the non-spatio-temporal behav-
ior change card (bcard). Refer to Fig. 3 for an example with
real data.
Mobile intention recognition
We should say something about the difference between
plans and intentions although an elaborate discussion of this
issue is beyond the scope of this paper. In line with com-
mon BDI agent literature, we see intentions as ‘states of
20mind’ which are directed ‘towards some future state of af-
fairs’ ((Wooldridge 2000, p.23)). We see ‘plans as recipes
for achieving intentions.’ (Wooldridge 2000, p.28).
Mobile intention recognition problems differ in two im-
portant ways from the non-mobile problem: First, all ob-
servations are ordered temporally (which is not necessarily
assumed in general plan recognition research). Second, and
most importantly, all observations are annotated with the re-
gion of occurrence, i.e. our input is not a behavior sequence
BSeq = b1, ..., bn, but a sequence of spatial behaviors: BSeqS
= (b1,r1), ..., (bn,rn). The regions ri are not coordinates
but qualitative representations of geographic features, typi-
cally polygons like cache5,2. Note that BSeqS has the spatial
continuity property which means that for every (bi,ri) and
(bi+1,ri+1) in BSeqS the two regions ri and ri+1 must ei-
ther be identical, neighbors (relation touches holds), or in a
parent-child relation. In other words: an agent cannot beam
herself.
The mentioned spatial relations (identical, touches,
childOf) are only some that may hold between geographic
features (Egenhofer and Franzosa 1991). Other include
overlap or directional relations like northOf. In our mo-
bile intention recognition problems we have a geo model
that stores these relations between regions. In CityPoker,
for instance, we have a geo model of type partonomy which
means our regions are structured hierarchically with childOf
relations. Properties of these relations, like transitivity, in-
verse relation, and others, are not interesting in the follow-
ing. We assume spatial relations to be precomputed and
stored in a look-up table.
Formally, we end up with the following deﬁnition of the
mobile intention recognition problem: Let I denote a set of
intentions, and B a set of behaviors, both sets being ﬁnite.
Let G =( R,RT,SR) denote a geo model with a set of re-
gions R, a set of spatial relation types RT, and a set of spatial
relations SR ⊆ RT ×R×R. BSeqS = (b1,r1), ..., (bn,rn) is
a spatial behavior sequence for which the spatial continuity
property holds (which we do not deﬁne formally here). The
mobile intention recognition problem consists in ﬁnding an
intention sequence ISeq= i1, ..., in that explains BSeqS.
‘Spatialized’ grammars
Consider modeling mobile intention recognition problems
with a CFG. We would use spatialized intentions as non-
terminals, and spatialized behaviors as terminals. Our rules
would be of the following form (with sj ∈ I ∪B): (i,r) →
(s1,r1)...(sk,rk). By running an incremental parsing algo-
rithm on BSeqS we could determine the current intention as
the parent of the last terminal. However, writing arbitrary
rules for pairs of (behavior,region) is not sensible: the model
designercoulddisobeythespatialcontinuityproperty. Inad-
dition, there are typically rules that apply to several regions,
or rules that are inherited from parent regions which would
mean an overﬂow of rules.
SGIS (Schlieder 2005), a CFG enhanced with spatial
knowledge, overcomes these shortcomings. An SGIS rule is
formalized for behaviors and annotated with the regions in
which it applies: i → s1...sk|{r1,...,rm}. A rule is applicable













































Figure 4: Parsing ambiguity if we had no spatial knowledge
(see track from Fig. 3). Through spatial disambiguation in
SGIS we can decide that the bottom parse tree is correct.
or in any of the (transitive) child regions. This is not only
a notational convenience, but also resembles typical human
activities in space: something the agent can strive for in the
parent region (ChangeCard in the gameboard region) is also
a possible intention in any of the child regions. Even if the
agent crosses the child region accidentally the higher-level
intention is applicable. The added spatial knowledge makes
SGIS more efﬁcient than a CFG without any spatial infor-
mation.
Consider the behavior sequence from Fig. 3 part of
which we try to parse in Fig. 4. With a certain set of
CFG rules, there are at least two interpretations: either
the user’s current intention at the sixth behavior is Cross-
Cache (the user has reached the cache and is looking for the
cards) or NavigateTowardsCache (the user is still search-
ing her way to the cache). Without spatial knowledge,
both interpretations are possible. In an SGIS, the rule
HandleCache → SearchCards  ...  is annotated with all
caches CACHE1,1,...,CACHE5,3 and thus not applicable at
the sixth behavior where the user is still outside of the cache.
Thus, spatialknowledgereducesambiguitythatwouldoccur
in non-spatial intention recognition.
Spatially Constrained Tree-Adjoining
Grammars
SCTAG port the idea of spatial disambiguation to Tree-
Adjoining Grammars, a mildly context-sensitive formalism
from NLP. Compared to SGIS, the SCTAG formalism sup-
ports cross-dependencies and other spatial relations than
childOf.
21Figure 5: Crossing dependencies in a non-mobile plan
recognition scenario (from (Geib and Steedman 2007), top),
and in two mobile intention recognition scenarios (City-
Poker and shopping center).
Figure 6: Substitution (left) and adjoining (right) on a TAG
(taken from (Joshi and Schabes 1997, Fig. 2.2))
Crossing Dependencies
The need for modeling non-mobile crossing dependencies
in general plan recognition has been discussed in (Geib and
Steedman 2007), see Fig. 5, top. In this example, enter-
ing the bank depends on two preconditions (putting on a ski
mask and picking up the gun) while each of these two again
depends on opening the bag. In which way we ever try to
order the two middle actions, we will not resolve the cross-
dependency. These kind of dependencies, caused by pre-
and post-conditions, may certainly also occur in a mobile
setting.
However, we are more interested in the speciﬁc features
of space: here, we often ﬁnd dependencies on the regions
of the input. For instance, the intention of visiting a region
the second time will occur in regions with a certain spatial
relation to the original intention. In our example CityPoker,
we can say that RevisitCache must occur in the identical
region as HandleCache. In other settings we might want to
express FindWayBackToX as an intention occurring in the
region that touches the original region. In general, we want
to formulate constraints with arbitrary spatial relations from
our relation types RT. These dependencies may also cross,
as displayed in Fig. 5.
SCTAG
MCSG are a class of formal grammars with common prop-
erties (Vijay-Shanker and Weir 1994). Their expressive-
ness falls between CFGs and context-sensitive grammars,











Figure 7: Initial tree (α) and auxiliary trees (β and γ)i na n
SCTAG for CityPoker.
crossed and nested dependenciess. They are polynomially
parsable and thus especially attractive for mobile intention
recognition. Tree-Adjoining Grammars (TAG) are a MCSG
with an especially comprehensible way of modeling depen-
dencies. The fundamental difference to CFGs is that TAGs
operate on trees, and not on strings. A good introduction to
TAG is given by Joshi and Schabes in (Joshi and Schabes
1997). A T A G=( N T ,T ,I T ,A T ,S )consists of non-terminals,
terminals, initial trees, auxiliary trees, and a starting symbol.
The two operations substitution and adjoining deﬁne
which manipulations we can perform on initial, auxiliary,
and derived trees to get the corresponding tree language (see
Fig. 6). Substitution replaces a substitution node (marked
with an arrow) with an other tree headed by the same non-
terminal. It is the adjoining operation that makes TAGs
unique: we can adjoin an auxiliary tree labeled with X into
an interior node of another tree with the same label. This
operation works as follows: (1) we remove the part of the
tree which is headed by the interior node, (2) replace it by
the auxiliary tree, and (3) attach the partial tree which was
removed in step 1 at the foot node. This leads to a ‘wrap-
ping’ of parts of the old tree around the new one. Using this
operation we can create cross-dependencies.
The deﬁnition of Spatially Constrained Tree-Adjoining
Grammars ports the idea of spatial constraints to TAGs:
SCTAG =( TAG,G,GC,NLC), where
• TAG = (I, B, IT, AT, S), deﬁned over intentions I, and be-
haviors B.
• GC ⊆ (IT ∪ AT) × R is a set of grounding constraints
which restrict the applicability of an elementary tree to
a region (as in SGIS).
• NLC is a set of spatial non-local constraints. Each con-
straint has a type from RT and is deﬁned for two nodes
in one tree from IT ∪ AT (these are the complex spatial
constraints we denote with dotted lines).
Figure 7 shows how we can solve the ‘ReturnToCache’
problem with adjoining in an SCTAG: we start with one ini-
tial and one auxiliary tree (α and β). A complete grammar
would certainly contain more elementary trees, e.g. one for
substituting the non-terminal SelectCache. We ﬁrst adjoin
β in the Continue node of α. We take the resulting tree,
perform another adjoining operation with β, and get the tree












Figure 8: Adjoining in an SCTAG can lead to cross-
dependencies of constraints.
Parsing of SCTAG
For parsing a spatially constrained grammar, we modify ex-
isting parsing algorithms. An algorithm for parsing TAGs,
based on the Cocke-Younger-Kasami algorithm, was pro-
posed in (Vijay-Shanker and Joshi 1985), with a polynomial
worst and average case complexity. Unfortunately, this com-
plexity is O(n6) and thus quite high. Joshi presents a TAG
parser that adopts the idea of Earley and improves the aver-
age case complexity (Joshi and Schabes 1997).
We build the parser for SCTAG on these Earley-like
parsers. Earley parsers work on a chart in which the elemen-
tary constructs of the grammar are kept, production rules for
CFGs, trees for TAGs. A dot in each of these chart entries
marks the position up to which this construct has been rec-
ognized. In Joshi’s parser the ‘Earley dot’ traverses trees and
not Strings. Earley parsers work in three steps: scan, predict,
and complete. The TAG parser has a fourth operation, called
‘adjoin’, to handle this additional operation.
Our point is that adding spatial constraints to such a parser
will not make it slower but faster. The reason is that spatial
constraints give us more predictive information. ‘Any algo-
rithmshouldhaveenoughinformationtoknowwhichtokens
are to be expected after a given left context’ (Joshi and Sch-
abes 1997, p.36). Knowing the spatial context of left-hand
terminals we can throw away those hypotheses that are not
consistent with the spatial constraints. We add this step after
each scan operation.
Discussion and Related Work
We have discussed the expressiveness of SCTAG for mobile
intention recognition. We have implicitly assumed that we
need at least the expressiveness of a CFG. However, there
are also scenarios where formalisms that build on ﬁnite state
machines (or Markov models in the probabilistic case) are
sufﬁciently expressive for making sense of an agent’s behav-
ior, like moving between different places in a city (Ashbrook
and Starner 2002), or on a car-park (Dee and Hogg 2004).
We have also not considered cognitively motivated agent ar-
chitectures (Rao and Georgeff 1991) or CSG, for we cannot
solve intention recognition efﬁciently with them.
In an SCTAG the applicability of a production rule de-
pends on the region the agent is currently in, and the re-
gions she has been to before, which we can see as a state of
the environment. A similar idea is followed by Probabilistic
StateDependentGrammars(PSDG,(PynadathandWellman
2000)): here the probability of a production is dependent on
a global state variable. The domain of the state variable is
not predeﬁned but may be just anything, depending on the
use case. By choosing the set of regions R as domain we can
create a dependency of the current region. By choosing the
inﬁnite cartesian product of R, we can express a dependency
of the region history. This leads to an explosion of the state
space. Pynadath and Wellman restrain themselves to exam-
ples with ﬁnite domains, and say that for more general lan-
guages ‘although inference [...] is possible, it is impractical
in general’ (p. 4). Note that it is even not enough to make
a production dependent on the region history to reproduce
the full expressiveness of SCTAG, because the productions
that were chosen along the region history are also relevant.
In other words, when trying to express an SCTAG as PSDG,
we are aiming at nothing less than turning an MCSG- into a
CFG-model, by encoding all the mild context-sensitiveness
into one state. While this is interesting from a theoretical
perspective3, practically it will lead to state space explosion,
and cognitively little appealing models.
An approach for intention recognition (‘policy recogni-
tion’) based on probabilistic networks is the Abstract Hid-
den Markov Memory Model (AHMEM) (Bui 2003). In an
AHMEM the choice of the next policy depends on two fac-
tors: the internal memory state of the current policy, and a
global state variable. The internal memory resembles the
structure of grammar rules (a policy may be decomposed
into a sequence of other policies). As in PSDG, region-
dependencies would need to be captured with the global
state variable which again leads to state space explosion.
In contrast to PSDG and AHMEM, our ‘spatialized’
grammars do not consider reasoning under uncertainty. We
are aware that, in general, the literature on intention recogni-
tion agrees that probabilistic reasoning is necessary for any
realistic use case, or in the words of Charniak and Goldman:
‘wedoubtthatanymodelthatdoesnotincorporatesomethe-
ory of reasoning under uncertainty can be adequate’(Char-
niak and Goldman 1993). We can ﬁnd more examples in
the related ﬁeld of activity recognition where probabilistic
grammars are used to model expectations on a higher level,
see (Minnen, Essa, and Starner 2003). Even with spatial
disambiguation there may be two or more possible parse
trees for one behavior sequence. Currently, we approach
this problem pragmatically: First, we are satisﬁed with rec-
ognizing the correct intention, not necessarily the correct
parse tree (intention recognition vs. plan recognition). If
two possible parse trees lead to the same intention we are
not interested in disambiguating the two trees. Second, if
two intentions are mapped to the same information service
we also need no disambiguation for our mobile assistance
use case. Third, if more than one information service is pro-
posed we simply present one of them and ease the access to
the other(s) with a one-click interface.
The idea of integrating a spatial representation into inten-
3TheautomatonrelatedtoTAGistheEmbeddedPushdownAu-
tomaton which works on a stacks of stack (Joshi and Schabes 1997)
23tion recognition is not completely new: the simplest spa-
tial model used in many approaches consists of a number
of points of interest with circular or polygonal areas around
them (Dee and Hogg 2004). Others add a street network to
these locations (Liao et al. 2007), use spatial tessellation
(Gottfried and Witte 2007), or formalize space with Spa-
tial Conceptual Maps (Samaan and Karmouch 2005). To
our knowledge, SCTAG are the ﬁrst formalism that includes
general spatial knowledge in terms of polygons that have
spatial relations of various kinds.
The quality of our intention recognition relies on a good
preprocessing. Converting a motion track into a qualitative
representation has been done by a number of researchers,
for instance (Musto et al. 2000). The authors also compare
a number of approaches to generalization. For the classiﬁ-
cation of segments in Fig. 3 we used a simple decision tree.
The set of behavior types we are interested in was chosen
manually. An automatic detection of motion patterns is the
concern of the spatio-temporal data mining community, see
e.g. (Laube, van Krefeld, and Imfeld 2004).
Outlook
Our future research will be concerned with a probabilistic
variant of SCTAG. Here, one main challenge is certainly
the inference mechanism. The other challenge consists in
extracting probabilities from behavioral data, especially if
only few data exist. We will also consider extending SC-
TAG with temporal constraints, like ‘the duration between
these two intentions may not be longer than a certain Δt’.
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